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Most Alex Jones fans have not heard him on y2k, and for younger listeneres it is important that you
know what actually happened back on dec 31 1999 Y2K:

...nothing.

* Update May 2014, An agenda to destabilize Mexico has been in place for a number of years ever
since the very Republic of Mexico's 32 + 1 states was organized by Freemasons including the
land-grabbing and swaping of Freemason Santa Anna to his U.S. counterpart brethren, the crisera
war masacres against Catholics and all Mexican presidents under a discrete guide of Rosicrucian
high-priests.
The objective is to create chaos and force the North American Union.
You decide if Alex Jones is going along with that agenda after watching all of the following:

In March, 2010, the Obama Administration Department of Justice concluded a non-criminal
settlement with Wachovia Bank regarding the bank's laundering over several years of $400 billion for
Mexican money-exchange houses, many linked to cocaine cartels.
WikiLeaks exposed the US government's direct involvement in the Mexican drug war - not in bringing
traffickers and murders to justice - but in joining one cartel's side over the others. At the center of the
controversy are the corporation Stratfor and a Sinaloa drug kingpin Zambada-Niebla who swears
Fast and Furious wasn't a gun tracking program, but the result of a secret alliance between the US
government and the Sinaloa drug cartel.
Sure enough Alex Jones plays the tune, condescending and explainig away how Free masons and
Stratfor's operations to give arms to drug cartels to destroy Mexico's peace and order was not such,
but the U.S. benevolent attempt to arm civilians to fight the government.:
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This video alone could put Mr Jones in prison under both countries laws, but laws are often bent by
the jurisprudence of mostly Freemason judges unless the cost of it exposes even more hypocrisy
and crime at higher levels
Although the following audio is from 2011 it sheds some light at the bench in which Ron Paul and
Alex Jones are kept, Ron Paul belongs to the Rosicrucian Freemasons' Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity:
http://www.911truth.ch/audio/ron-paul-fraternity.mp3
Do not confuse the Rosicrucian symbols with the Catholic Church, the confusion although subtle is
among two incompatible dogmas and historical enemies. The Rosicrucians praise Lucifer and
always make the Church take the blame through calumny, infiltration and forgery... from the exodus
to the crusades to Jasenovac, to the rat line and to 9/11.
The Rosicrucian agenda to destroy and merge the United States with Mexico is not only an important
part, it is the last part of the agenda:
"America is not complete, and will not be complete, cannot be complete, until Mexico is again part of
America as she was in the long ago, and when Mexico is once again a part of the United States, then
will the cap-stone have been set on the Pyramid and the reverse side of the United States seal will
be cut.
"Thus you will see that the Soul Science Primer with its drawings, is but the beginning of the article
concerning the Seal of the United States, while the article on 'Body, Mind, Spirit and Soul' is the
finale thereof.
"May it not be long until the Holy Pyramid shall be completed and may it be completed without the
shedding of blood."
Lovingly given,
R. SWINBURNE CLYMER
" July 6th, 1916.*1
The above was written one year before the Mexican constitution of 1917 was completed by
Freemasons. Some laws of that Constitution would push Catholics to choose from possible de-facto
excommunication or persecution and death by the State, the Vatican decided to call off the office
from Mexico to protect the sacraments of the persecuted.
Mexican Catholics courageously took arms against this sort of Masonic military theocracy in the war
La Guerra Cristera from 1926 to 1929 which forced the state to a compromise.
Secret societies, no matter how benevolent and their apologists, need to have the following line
hammered:
"... in secret have I said nothing" (John 18:20)
Or else they shall keep writing books of justification (to themselves) explaining how the Masons don't
really worship Lucifer, or spit on the Cross, that Aleister Crowley wasn't really a Rosicrucian, that
Jesus was only an essene breeding the Merovingians, that the Illuminati is not all so bad, or even
that Satanists don't really beleive in the Devil.

Mr Jones' intermittent sincerity and good heart makes me fear the worst, (aside from being less than
a handshake from the church of Satan leadership): MK Ultra type of mind fragmentation at a spiritual
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level of which humans are not immune unless protected in soul "mind and body" giving "no quarter"
and not letting the enemy one foot or stronghold, and even rational error being a danger to be bound
to. So, perhaps he himself is not aware of who or what is really pulling his strings.
Sin and error bind to the father of lies, an example of the magnitude of the spiritual problem we are
facing can be found at this link .
1*Fundamental laws, report of the 68th convocation
Fernando Tognola
Geneva Switzeland
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